Gastroesophageal reflux in Pierre Robin sequence--early surgical treatment.
To assess the prevalence of gastroesophageal reflux (GER) in patients with Pierre Robin sequence and to assess whether early palatoplasty with subperiosteal release of the floor of the mouth eliminates upper respiratory tract infections and gastroesophageal reflux. In the period from 1993 to 1997, 24 children with Pierre Robin sequence were treated. Because GER is known to occur in patients with this syndrome, we screened for GER in each child for whom an early palatoplasty was to be performed at 3 months of age. In 21 cases, the presence of GER was confirmed. Within the past 2 years, palatoplasty has been combined with subperiosteal release of the floor of the mouth (SRFM). Prompt clinical improvement and shortened hospital stays have resulted. Follow-up studies performed several months after the surgery showed no evidence of GER. The authors conclude that an early closure of the impaired palatopharyngeal ring and the elimination of the mechanism that causes the posterior rotation of the tongue can reduce the need for such surgical procedures as glossopexy, gastrostomy, tracheostomy, and Nissen's fundoplication.